Christchurch Airport Case Study
Airport redevelopment showcases SKOPE refrigeration
SKOPE prides itself on delivering high quality,
visually appealing products to its clients. It was
these factors that set SKOPE refrigeration apart
when it came time to ﬁt out the redevelopment
of Christchurch’s international and domestic
airport terminals.

“I have always been impressed with the high
quality of SKOPE refrigeration, and the fact
SKOPE is a local manufacturer is a beneﬁt. I love
the ease of dealing with local companies and the
end result is fantastic for the Airport that sees
millions of travellers through its doors each year.

Food and beverage retail services provider HMS
Host, won the tender to develop a total of 11
sites in the International Terminal and the new
Integrated Terminal. HMS Host worked with the
team at Redesign Group to design and ﬁt out the
establishments and SKOPE dealer Southfreeze
Refrigeration to supply the back and front of
house refrigeration.

“It makes a difference to people if the food and
beverages are of high quality, so we chose a
refrigeration product which has demonstrated
excellence in a multitude of retail environments.”

SKOPE’s premium foodservice Pegasus
refrigeration, is part of the new Koru Club lounge
on the ground floor, and back bar and counter
line refrigeration is part of the new Food Courts
which includes food stores Number Eight Bar
& Café, Sakura Sushi, Noodle, Healthy Habits,
Underground Coffee and Trattoria Milano.
Stage Three of the airport redevelopment, due to
open in early 2012, will utlise more of SKOPE’s
refrigeration products.

Keeping it local in regard to suppliers was a
key focus for Host in project managing the
Airport redevelopment says Terry Bastion, the
company’s Refrigeration Engineering Consultant.
“Supporting local business not only beneﬁts the
Canterbury economy but also makes it easier
longer term for after sales service. As a wellknown brand that is locally owned and operated
in Canterbury, SKOPE products were the perfect
choice for the new South Island Gateway.”
Terry says he has always been a fan of SKOPE
products because of their innovative design and
quality so was delighted to bring together FPG
and SKOPE to ﬁt out the new airport development.
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